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ABOUT US
Once upon a time, I wandered into a charming local Florist Shop with the simple intention of

buying some thank-you flowers for my mum. Caught in a transitional period between jobs and

feeling a bit adrift, I found myself captivated by the florist's creation – a whimsical purple

glitter arrangement (yes, it was cool at the time!). Intrigued, I promptly started googling

Floristry Courses, and as luck would have it, it was August with college courses beginning

soon, with openings in the course I found. Perhaps it was fate!

Fast forward 12 years, after a considerable amount of hard work, I proudly run my own

Wedding Floristry Business, marking its sixth anniversary in July 2024. We've become a

reputable force in our sector, equipped with a fantastic team, a dedicated studio space, and

even adorable branded jumpers (because who doesn't love a cute jumper?).

Over the years, we've had the privilege of collaborating with incredible Wedding Venues,

outstanding Suppliers, and, most importantly, creating magical moments for countless

couples. From elegant and timeless florals to woodland-inspired, gothic glam, and whimsical

country themes – you name it, we've not only done it but consistently excelled! As we

continue this beautiful journey, I genuinely hope we'll have the opportunity to bring your

vision to life, just as we have for so many others. 

Thanks for being here. With love, Sarah x

S T E P H  B U T T  P H O T O G R A P H Y



We provide 4 main parts to our business

Wedding Florals
Styling
Preservation
Workshops

We extend our services throughout the North West and beyond,
exclusively offering a Styling Service as a seamless compliment
to your Wedding Florals.  Our aim is to simplify the process of
organising your décor,  making it  effortlessly convenient for
you.

Post-wedding,  if  the idea of parting with your cherished
bouquets and buttonholes saddens you, allow us to take them
back for Preservation and Framing – ensuring those special
memories remain a t imeless keepsake.

Need Hen Party Ideas? We've got the perfect solution! Explore
our Flower Workshops, ideal for both Private and Public events,
providing a delightful  and creative experience year-round.
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We’ve been beautifully crafting Wedding Florals for 6 wonderful years, and Sarah celebrates 10 Years of
being a qualified Florist June 2024. So you can trust us when we say that we understand Flowers and the way

of the world of Weddings.

We like to do things differently here at Olive Owl but not just here, in life too. Since the inception of Olive
Owl, we've taken pride in our commitment to innovation, setting ourselves apart with unique colour

combinations that result in unforgettable Wedding Florals.

However, this doesn't mean sacrificing the crucial touch of elegance that makes Weddings truly memorable
and beautiful. In fact, it's where we excel. We specialize in crafting stunning, elegant Florals infused with
plenty of character. Your Wedding Flowers should mirror your identity as a couple, and we make it our

priority to collaborate closely with our clients, bringing your Dream Proposal to life.

WHY US
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If this is your first time navigating the Wedding Planning Rodeo, you likely have a few questions
about the process. How and when do you reach out? Here are some helpful tips for you: 

Fill out an Enquiry Form approximately 18-9 months before your big day. Booking early increases
the likelihood of securing your preferred supplier and allows for more savings. However, if you've
opted for a last-minute date, we can accommodate late bookings if we're available. Scan the QR
Code below to be taken straight to our Enquiry Form.

THE PROCESS

After reviewing the estimated proposal and confirming it aligns with
your vision and budget, it's time to book. We require a £120 deposit to
secure your date, with no further payments until 4 weeks before your
wedding. 

We'll meet again before the big day to finalise details, and our inbox is
always open for any questions that may arise throughout the process.

We'll get back to you to schedule a meeting. Once a date is chosen,
we'll have a chat online or in person at our studio in Wigan. Shortly
after, we'll provide you with a customised proposal. 
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Each couple receives a personalized Flower Proposal,
complete with a Mood Board, Colour Palette, Inspiration

Board, a detailed Price Breakdown, along with options for
Contract Signing and Payment. 

Receiving this Proposal has often sparked a delightful
bubble of excitement among our couples, as attested by

their enthusiastic feedback.

YOUR PROPOSAL
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Navigating the World of Wedding budgets
can be a daunting task, but at Olive Owl
Flowers, we're here to simplify the process
for you.

Setting a budget is a crucial step in creating
the Wedding of your Dreams, and we
understand that it may be unfamiliar
territory. 

On average, our couples allocate between 3k
and 6.5k for their Floral needs but we’ve
successfully tailored  our services to
Weddings spanning from 2k to 20k. 

To assist you in this journey, upon request,
we can provide you with our price guides in
response to your enquiry, offering
transparency and ensuring that you can set
a budget that aligns seamlessly with your
vision. Trust us to turn your Floral Dreams
into a reality.
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Preservation starting from £260
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Sarah made my day, from the
moment I told her my colour
scheme, theme and vision....she
absolutely smashed it!

Rosie & Andy | Alberts

You wouldn’t believe how many
people commented on the
Flowers and the way you dressed
the Venue - it was truly stunning!
and not just that but your
approach, easy manor and
customer service too.

Sue & Kevin | The Out Barn

Thank you, Sarah! You turned
our vision into a reality but so
much better! So helpful offering
ideas for styling and colours
when we have no clue when it
comes to Floristry. Can’t thank
you enough! 

Lizzie & Jon | Holmes Mill

We literally could not have been
happier with them! Despite
having a broken foot, Sarah
couldn’t do enough for us.
Everyone commented on how
unique and beautiful the Flowers
were. They were so much better
than we ever possibly could have
imagined. couldn’t recommend
Sarah and Olive Owl Flowers
enough.

Beth & Lewis | Holmes Mill
This bride got a tattoo of her bouquet! 

Sarah is literally the Florist of
dreams - she has a natural talent
for colour ways, stylings and she
isn’t afraid to tell you what will
work and what won’t. We had
countless guests state the Flowers
were unreal. She is always buzzing
with great energy on the day and is
beloved by the guests, wedding
parties and suppliers 
- get her booked! 

Becki & Elly | Hidden River

Simply the most unique and
creative florist for miles! We were
blown away with the thought and
care that was put into our
wedding. Sarah was super involved
and has the best ideas, she really
made our day so unique to us. We
had so many compliments on our
Floral Arrangements and decor
pieces. These guys know how to
transform a space! 

Rachael & Ash | Ivory Tower
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WE D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU

www.oliveowl.co.uk  | @oliveowlflowers

If the enchanting world of Olive Owl resonates with you, we can't wait to connect!

Reach out to us by visiting oliveowl.co.uk and completing our Enquiry Form. 
Alternatively, find us on Instagram and follow the link in our bio. 

We look forward to hearing from you soon!

‘

R A C H E L  C L A R K E
P H O T O G R A P H Y



www.oliveowl.co.uk

B a s e d  i n  O r r e l l ,  W i g a n
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